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Our research has lead us in the direction of what role constructive and destructive interference might 
play in interactions that matter might have with itself. Our studies are in the direction of Grand 
Unification, that of modeling quantum phenomenon with space-time curvature models.

We are releasing this data as to what we have observed with our standing matter wave models 
interacting with each other using classic wave function techniques.

The Models

It is impossible to talk about what we have worked on without talking about the particular methodology
we've been using: numeric analysis. We use x86 hardware, loaded with DRAM, in order to FEM 
analyze various particle models we have produced. Array's are typically multi-dimensional and on the 
order of 10's to 100 of Megabytes in size.

For example, our up quark model uses an high-order derivative of E equation in order for us to 
understand how quarks might interact. We us computer simulations to basically place them at various 
distances from one another in order to test some of our underlying hypothesis regarding the possible 
formations, existences and destructions of elementary particles.

The models are 2-dimensional wave functions, usually built from trigonometric functions that 
approximate higher-order derivatives of E so that they can run quickly on our hardware. For example, 
here is a formal (ie. non-approximated) numerically-computed 12th derivative of E model that we use to
evaluate our approximated versions:

Figure 1: 12th derivative of f(x)=kE-x^2



Here is the equivalent approximated function that we use in our simulations:

Figure 2: Approximated model of previous equation using trig functions

Each quark model has 7 “particle” nodes and one asymptotic “field” node (so 8 in total) that we think, 
due to its positive to negative change in curvature leads to a standing matter wave. Similar to 1st year 
physics demonstrations with water and an oscillator.

The Simulator

The simulator is an optimized FEM analysis environment, written in C/C++, that takes these models 
and animates them in 3 dimensions with a 4th that is an amplitude that forms a “membrane” (modeled 
with double-precision floating point variables).

We believe that by using physics principles such as constructive and destructive interference to provide 
rules by which wave functions interact with each other that we can simulate particle interactions, 
composite particle formation (in the case of neutrons and protons) and even collisions.

The 2D models are mapped lookup-table style to a 4-dimensional array (so simulations take minutes to 
run instead of days) and various experiments are performed on models. Since our typical array size 
these days is 200 Megabytes, each successive frame is “photographed” (ie. A graphic representation of 
a 2D slice through the center of the array) and saved to hard drive and statistical values are outputted 
out to data files, with the previous FEM frame overwritten by the next one.

This combination of graphical and numeric data is what we use to verify or modify our findings. 



Figure 3: a “snapshot” (ie. 2D “slice”) of a 3D model of an anti-up quark

Scintillation

Combining quark models leads to interesting situations where the crests and the troughs of the wave 
function combine. Losses of mass result we think in bonding strengths and releases of particles and 
energy.

Here is a composite model of a proton we are working with (called “Proton 7”):

Figure 4: a “snapshot” of a 3D model of Proton 7



Here is an image of the quarks being “pulled” away from each other in our study of W Boson 
formation:

Figure 5: possible W Boson formation at approx 0.35 fm separation

While impossible in real life (the energy required to separate causes a spawning effect where additional
particles are “born”), in simulation its nice to be able to place a particle at a certain distance from 
another.

Here is the same situation at a slightly closer distance of separation:

Figure 6: W Boson formation at approx 0.20 fm separation

Notice the interference within the particle (note that the central structures aren't the particles but rather 



the entire wave function...7 nodes of them) Its this interaction that we believe is the underlying reason 
for strong nuclear force and why its very short range. During these interactions, we've noticed a drop in
what we call “complex mass”. We think its this loss that explains the strong bonding between quarks 
via QCF.

Figure 7: Complex Mass loss during approach of 2 Up quark models

The X axis of this graph is the distance of separation of the quark centers, and the Y Axis is the loss 
(NOT gain) of the total amount of complex mass. We are theorizing that this loss is radiated in energy 
and forms the bond strength via E=mc^2 between nucleons.

What is Scintillation?

Scintillation is that optical effect of the wave functions interacting with each other. They scintillate to 
the human observer forming diamond-shaped and other kaleidoscopic patterns.

Here are some snapshots (with positive in red and negative in green) of this scintillating effect.

Figure 8: Complex Mass Loss “snapshot” of two up quark models interacting
snapshot_mignitism7b_63.bmp



Here is one closer in:

Figure 9: “mignitism” (complex mass loss) of two up quark models
snapshot_mignitism7b_51.bmp

Here is an interesting one that we believe related to gluonic formation:

Figure 10: “mignitism” (complex mass loss) of two up quark models
snapshot_mignitism7b_21.bmp

If you are a physicist, student or interested party, we would like to put in your hands the source code for
our simulated experiments so you can make and run them on your own computer. See if our findings 



are consistent and reproducible. Visit us on the web at http://woodystanford.wordpress.com/ under The 
Vertex page or contact me directly at woodystanford@yahoo.com .
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